From the President

Welcome to the new Scots Old Boys’ Union website.

Over the past 15 months, the Old Boys’ Union Committee has been reviewing its’ objectives and have undertaken a survey of our Old Boys. Nearly 800 members responded. With the insight gained from these responses, the Committee has developed twelve “Strategic Goals” to action over the next three years.

These goals will reinvigorate the OBU to engage with our members and realise our ‘Constitutional Objects’. To achieve these outcomes, eight pillars of responsibility have been developed. Each pillar is to be chaired by a committee member to ensure individual goals and actions are achieved in a timely and effectively manner. You can read about these pillars and the results of the survey under the tab: “Our Vision”.

Communication will be the key to our success.

The rebranding and development of this new website and associated social media outlets will provide members with a more precise and detailed knowledge of the Old Boys’ Union. It will allow for connections with the Old Boys’ Alumni and the College community as a whole.

The Scots College Old Boys’ Union is a collection of some 4,500 Old Boys’ of the College, spanning 21 decades and from all parts of the world. Our ability to connect with you is important to our success. Your assistance in updating your contact details would be appreciated, so please visit the tab on the right-hand side of the home page to do so.
We welcome your ongoing support and contribution to this new website, where we will continually update our stories, events and news for your benefit. Any suggestions or prospective articles should be communicated to our Old Boys’ office headed by Mr Cameron Torrance, Director of Development and Director of Sport and his staff; Mrs Jeni Lee- Manager Development Office and Ms Melissa Berry- Administrative Assistant.

Enjoy the site and Scots to The Fore!

Ian Bonnette
President- Old Boys’ Union